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To investigate the criminal conduct of all institutions, organizations, and individuals involved in the persecution of Falun Gong; to bring such investigation, no matter how long it takes, no matter how far and deep we have to search, to full closure; to exercise fundamental principles of humanity; and to restore and uphold justice in society
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Summary
1. We are the Dongcheng District Red Cross Society. We don't have an organ donation office.
2. The Red Cross Society at the county level is the department responsible for organ donation promotion.
3. The Beijing Red Cross Society also has no organ donation office and is also responsible for publicity.

Telephone Investigation Recording
Red Cross Official: Hello, greetings.
Investigator: Hello greetings. Are you the Organ Donations Office of the Dongcheng Red Cross Society?
Red Cross Official: Yes, we are the Dongcheng Red Cross Society. We don’t have organs donation office.
Investigator: Oh you don’t have. I just called the Red Cross Society, a gentleman said, call this number. This number is for organ donations. So you are not it?
Red Cross Official: We are responsible for organ donations promotion. We are the district and county level department for organ donation promotion. We don’t have the organ donations office that you mentioned.
Red Cross Official: At the district level, it is only for promotion. Reception work is handled by the Organs Donations Center of the Red Cross Society of China.
Investigator: Oh, then I know. So you said this office is mainly for organ donations promotion?
Red Cross Official: Yes, yes, yes.
Investigator: Oh, in Beijing, for example Red Cross Society of Beijing, if you don’t have such an office, then the Red Cross Society of Beijing also does not have an organ donations office, is that right?
Red Cross Official: Correct, also responsible for promotions.
Investigator: Oh, so Red Cross Society of Beijing does not do it either. They don’t engage in organ donations. Only do promotions?
Red Cross Official: Not that they do not do it, just promotions!
Investigator: Oh, so you don’t do organ donations work, right.
Red Cross Official: It’s not that it is not done, we just have our own specialty.
Investigator: Oh, oh, oh, is that so, only do promotions.
Red Cross Official: Yes, yes, yes.
Investigator: Then I know.
Investigator: OK, thank you.
Red Cross Official: OK.
Investigator: Goodbye!
Red Cross Official: No problem, no problem.
Investigator: Goodbye!